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Question: In terms of food, what are the differences between American food and
the ones where you live currently? -- Ben Mauldin
 
As people from the West, one of our greatest concerns is food—what we will eat, when
we will eat, will we like it, will it fill us up, etc. I find this strange since we are the part of
the world with the greatest amount of food, per capita. In fact, when we are preparing to
host a mission team from the West, one of the first questions that is asked always relates
to food and what is available.
 
The West does not have to worry about food. Almost no one sits around wondering if
they are going to be able to get $1 together to buy a few carrots and some rice for
supper—possibly their only meal for the day. We may experience some lean months
where we can’t purchase certain luxury items (soda, sweets, pre-made items, etc.), but,
in general, the West rarely worries about where the next meal will come from. It seems
the West’s plethora of food options has created a population of picky eaters.
 

In Madagascar, the staple food item is
rice. There are rice paddies, literally,
everywhere. They grow rice
domestically and, therefore, the price of
rice is affordable compared to some
things. They eat rice three times a day.
The joke is that a Malagasy has not
eaten unless they have eaten “vary,” or
rice.  Fresh fruits and vegetables that
are in season are also cheap as they
make “loka” or a sauce/soup of some
type to go over the top of their rice, or
cook a vegetable to go with it. While
they love meat, they do not eat it very
often due to the expense. Good, clean
meat of any kind is expensive, even for
us as the “wealthy” foreigner. Even our
family only has meat once—maybe twice—per week due to the cost.
 
One of the main differences in the food here is that there is virtually
nothing that is ready-made, processed or preservative-filled—with the
exception of Ramen noodles which are extremely cheap and take-up
almost a full aisle at the grocery store. We get some mixes (herbs and
spices), bouillon cubes, spaghetti sauce (finally), etc., that help us with

our food prep, but there’s very little heat and serve. Recently, I have seen some frozen vegetables, frozen pizzas and fish
sticks, but they are so expensive (as they are imported from Europe), we have never purchased these, and the average
Malagasy, who lives on $1 per day rarely sets foot in an organized grocery store, let alone spend five times that on a heat
and serve item when they likely do not have an oven to cook it in anyway.
 
I make most of our food from scratch—including our ice cream. I make our brown sandwich bread as only white bread can
be purchased and it is not very good. All baking is done 100% from scratch—which is fine with me. Thankfully my mother
raised me to know how to make a lot of things from scratch. I don’t open a box to make brownies, I get out my recipe
book. When looking on the internet for recipes, it is always more challenging for me to think of how I could make items as I
rarely have any pre-made thing. One of our grocery stores now sells pre-cooked, whole chickens (for about $4 a pound),
so in a pinch, that is something we can resort to. There are no drive-thrus and only two or three (super-greasy) fast food
restaurants, but none are convenient for us. There are pizza places where one can order a take-away pizza, and one
place will deliver to certain areas. That is about as close to “convenience” as we get around here.
 
I get a chuckle when I read about eating “organic.” One of our missionary friends from another denomination joked that we
eat organic whether we want to or not. Foods here are not genetically modified, fortified or sprayed with harmful
pesticides. We buy organic because we have no other option, but, on the up side, we are not charged more for this
privilege as that’s just the way it is. One of our grocery stores here sells a “free range” egg which I find very funny. When I
see chickens wandering around in the streets and in every community we visit, I’m pretty sure that every egg in
Madagascar is “free range.”
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We have quickly come to adapt to our more “rustic” way of food preparation here. I’ve learned to make do without certain
things and to cherish other goodies that arrive in care packages. What we do without makes us appreciate trips to our
home countries far more than the average person. When we are back on furlough in South Africa, our kids look forward to
drinking water straight out of the tap, McDonald’s chicken nuggets, Oaties (similar to honey-nut Cheerios) and swimming
pools. In the US, they relish ice cream, string cheese and getting to drink as much milk as they want.
 
It’s the little things that mean the most.
 
-- Rachelle (Shelly) Miller is married to Ronald and is the mommy to Abigail, 6 (pictured
above, center of top row), Malachi, 5 (far right of top row), and Elijah, 10 months. Shelly
and Ronald have been Specialized Assignment Missionaries on the Africa Region since
early 2010 and have served in both Swaziland and, currently, Madagascar, where they
are the country’s mission coordinators and also overseeing the Madagascar Street Kids
Center and NCMI, church growth, leadership training and child sponsorship amongst
other things. They love where God has placed them and love the people and the ministry
in Madagascar.
 
Talk about it

Why do you think people in the West are so consumed with the practice of eating,
when food is so plentiful?
Do you think this attention and concern are warranted?
Do you ever worry about what you are eating, or how much?
How do you think your possible worry over food differs from the worry someone experiences in an impoverished region
or neighborhood?
What challenges might it present for you to cook alongside Shelly and her family in Madagascar?
How do you think God wants you to think about food and eating?
What are some scripture passages that provide guidance about this?
Pray together about how God would have you think and act not only about what you eat, but how the rest of the world
eats.
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